
A Business Case for z/OS MQ Security
Business Case Overview
Security is a business issue and it competes with other business issues for resources and budget money. 
But since most people do not see a return on investment (ROI) for security, they relegate it to the bottom
of the list of items that need to be purchased or funded.

Background and Problem Statement
Did you know the default install and creation of a IBM MQ (aka WebSphere MQ & MQSeries) queue 
manager on z/OS (with CAF installed) leaves the queue manager totally exposed to hackers or over 
zealous employees?  Anyone with a simple program can view, insert, update or delete messages in a 
queue of a queue manager and not only would you not know they have done so but there would be no 
record of the event!  This is a major security risk.

MQ client applications running on servers or PCs access remote queue managers via a ‘SVRCONN’ 
(Server Connection) channel.  If the client application uses a blank UserID and the MCAUSER field of 
the SVRCONN is blank then the MQ Listener process uses its own UserID for the connecting 
application.  Since the MQ CHIN Listener task is running under the CHIN started-task UserID, the 
connecting application will therefore, have full access to any message in any queue within the queue 
manager!  This is a major security risk.

Most MQ Administrators use IBM and third party MQ software tools for the configuration and the 
administration of the queue managers queues, channels, processes, etc. These MQ Tools use a 
SVRCONN channel (generally ‘SYSTEM.ADMIN.SVRCONN’) to connect to the remote queue 
manager to do their work.  Once this SVRCONN channel is defined (or any other SVRCONN channel), 
it can be used by any application that knows the name of the channel.  This is a major security risk.

MQ Security Solution Options
There are three solutions to avoid this problem:

1. Disable all SVRCONN channels so that MQ client applications or MQ administration tools 
cannot connect to a remote queue manager. This is an effective solution but it is not practical.

2. Secure the SVRCONN channels with SSL.  This is a viable solution. The server and client 
exchange SSL certificates for identification purposes. However it has the following drawbacks:

 SSL Certificates must be purchased.
 SSL Certificates expire, requiring regular repurchase and renewal.
 There is no logging capability to see who accessed which Queue Manager.
 This form of security is only as secure as the integrity of the client side certificates. 
Anyone that possesses a copy of the certificate has full access.
 SSL is dangerous on a Windows PC because you can boot from floppy and copy the 
'keystore' file to diskette. The malicious user can then copy the ‘keystore’ file to another PC 
and successfully connect to the queue manager from the other PC!
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3. Secure the SVRCONN channels with Capitalware’s MQ Authenticate User Security Exit for z/
OS solution.  This solution authenticates the user by requiring an ID and Password and validates it 
against the Operating Systems’ own ACL (Access Control List) of UserIDs and passwords.  The 
security solution is comprised of 2 components: client-side security exit and server-side security exit.

1) The client-side security exit is available in 4 forms: 
 Windows DLL
 Windows .NET DLL
 Java JAR
 Non-GUI shared library for AIX, HP-UX, Linux, IBM i (OS/400) and Solaris.

The client-side security exit has been tested against the following MQ client programs: 
 IBM's MQ Explorer and WBIMB Eclipse Tool Kit
 SupportPac MO71 (MQMon)
 Mercury's SiteScope
 Capitalware's MQ Visual Edit, MQ Visual Browse & MQ Batch Toolkit
 Any program that uses Client Channel Tables (i.e. SupportPac MS03)
 J2EE web server (i.e. WebLogic, WebSphere, JBoss, etc.)

2) The server-side security exit is available as: 
 z/OS load-module

The server-side security exit major features are:
 Authenticate a user against the server’s native z/OS or a z/MQAUSX file.
 Allows or restricts the incoming UserID against a Group
 Support for Proxy UserIDs
 Allow or restrict the incoming IP address against a regular expression pattern
 Allow or restrict the incoming UserID against a regular expression pattern
 Allow or restrict the incoming SSL DN against a regular expression pattern
 Limit the number of incoming channel connections on a SVRCONN channel.
 Allow or restrict the use of ‘mqm’, ‘MUSER_MQADMIN’ or ‘QMQM’ UserIDs
 Ability to turn off server-side authentication
 Allow or restrict the incoming UserID against a regular expression pattern when 
authentication is off
 Provides monitoring tool tie-in by using custom MQ event messages
 Provides logging capability for all connecting client applications regardless if they were 
successful or not.
 Provides logging capability via Write To Operator (WTO) facility.

Recommendation
We recommended that your company pursue the third option.  Capitalware Inc. has a commercially 
available product called MQ Authenticate User Security Exit for z/OS that was specifically created for 
the purpose of securing SVRCONN channels via fully authenticating (UserID & password) of the client 
application. The server-side security exit supports z/OS queue managers on z/OS v1.4 or higher.  The 
client-side security exit works with all MQ Administrator tools that are based on MQ client connections:
MQ Explorer, MO71 (MQMon), WB-IMB Toolkit, MQ Visual Edit and the MS03 Backup Utility. In 
addition, any MQ client program can take advantage of this security solution, as they are deployed 
without any extra coding. 
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Benefits
 All MQ client applications and MQ Administration tools remotely accessing MQ queue 

managers will require authentication verification and validation via a UserID and password.
 All Queue Manager to Queue Manager communication can be setup to require authentication 

verification and validation via a UserID and password.
 All logon attempts, regardless if successful or not, will be logged.
 Future MQ client applications that need a fully secure connection to a dedicated channel can 

connect to a SVRCONN channel that has been defined for that use.  

Solution Cost
The client-side security exits are included for FREE and can be distributed to an unlimited number of 
remote servers or PCs with MQ client applications (the user only pays for the server-side licenses).  

The server-side security exits are provided in the format of a native z/OS load-module for z/OS v1.4 
higher.  The pricing of Capitalware’s MQ Authenticate User Security Exit for z/OS solution is on a ‘per
queue manager’ basis.

Retail Pricing is as follows:

Units from Up to Price per z/OS Queue Manager * (USD)
1 9 $3990.00
10 19 $3490.00
20 Unlimited $2990.00

Enterprise License ** $75,000.00

* Yearly maintenance is 15% of the purchase price.
** Unlimited number of queue managers in any company location worldwide.

Capitalware Inc.
Unit 11, 1673 Richmond Street, PMB524

London, Ontario  N6G2N3
Canada

sales@capitalware.com
https://www.capitalware.com
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